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.,Tournalism

Award:

Hall of Fame picks
two from Columbia
By Kim Wright
CDmoporulml

Two Columbia faculty members were honored by
collea~es and friends as they
were fnducted into the 1993
Chicago Journalism Hall of
Fame on Friday, March 12 at
the Marriott Hotel, Chicago.
More than 250 guests gathered
to celebrate the induction and
achievements of rune Chicago
journalists including Lester
Brownlee and Chicago SunTimes photojournalist John H.
White.
"We are continuing to recognize and honor extraordinary
journalists who have con. tributed a lifetime of service,"
said veteran Chicago Sun-Times

writer Bob Herguth. "This is
not an easy profession, it's a lot
of hard work. It can.be tough at
times. They have to be heads
up. The inductees have surmounted whatever obstacles
that were in their way."
Brownlee, 78, was presented
the award by his wife, Priscilla
MacDougall. He spoke humbly
of his nomination saying, '1
have been trying to convince
myself that I deserve this
honor. Don't misunderstand
me. I refuse to refuse it."
He has been a Columbia
faculty member for more than
13 years. Since 1980, he is one of
only three teachers inducted
into the Chicago Journalism
Hall of Fame.
Milestones in Brownlee's
~areer includ_e receiving an

Emmy Award when he was
with WLS-TV in 1975, the
Chicago Newspaper Guild
Award for Best Stories on the
Aid to Dependant Children
program, and Best Stories
Award on Welfare Subjects
from the illinois Department of
Public Aid. Brownlee is also
recognized for his series called,
"The Migration of Blacks from
the South," for Chicago
American.
As an author, Brownlee
wrote six children's books, sold
300 stories to Scott, Foresman
and Company for textbooks
and sold 300 articles to national magazines.
White, 48, said, "I feel
honored being inducted, but I
also feel challenged, challenged
from the standpoint that there

Adds I Staff Photographer

Keeping In flight with the latest inductees to the Chicago
Journalism Hall of fame, John H. White (L) and Les Brownlee.

Is so much more I want to contribute. Being inducted into the
Hall of Fame is a symbol of my
past, which I feel has been
great. I also feel honored because some of my heroes are
here, Les Brownlee and Bill

Kurtis."
White, whose work extends
internationally, has been teaching at Columbia since 1978. He
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Ex-film chair
wins first round
By Pat Reilly

Slilf!Wrim

Dream.ing of Booker T.
By John G. Oine
5tJlff Writer

The powerful award-winning play, "The Negro
Building", which looks at
Booker T. Washington's life in
a new light, in the New Studio
Theater at the 11th Street campus ran from March 12 until the
21.

· Playwright Chuck Cummings, a Princeton graduate,
was awarded the Theodore
Ward Prize this year for his
play about Washington,
founder of Tuskegee Institute
in 1881 and one of the founders
oftheNAACPin1912. Theplay
focuses on Washington's wife,
Margaret, played by Nicole Pillow,and the couples friendship
with renowned artist Henry
Ossawa Tanner.
The Theodore Ward Prize is
given annually by the
theater /music department of
Columbia to promising
African-American
playwrights. Along with the
honor, Cummings received
$2,000 and the week-long
production. The play lives in

the dreams of Margaret and the
troubles she has with her husband played by Kenny Young.
Instead of portraying·
Washington's career accomplishments and his place in
history,
"The
Negro
Building's" dramatic center is
the hidden, personal aspects of
his life. Margaret has a vision
that her husband has done
something ethically and morally wrong, and has been
covering it up. The secret
builds in Margaret's dreams
andstartstodrivehermad. The
play reaches its climax as
Margaret'sdreams become real
and she confronts her husband
about his past.
"The Negro Building"' is an
exciting, moving drama. The
acting in this production was
excellent. Cummings skillfully
puts the audience in Margaret's
dream state only to bring them
back to cold reality.
The title, refers to an historic
building in Atlanta that housed
the Cotton State Exhibition of
1895. Itholdsthekeytotheplot
·and mystery in the play. Built

by blacks after the end of
slavery in the South, the building held art works and historic,
objects meaningful to their new
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A Cook County Orcult Court
judge denied five motions last
month to dismiss a $2.5 million
lawsuit against Columbia College filed by former film
department Chairman Anthony Loeb.
On Feb. 22, Judge Kathy
Flanagan denied the motions
brought by attorneys representing Executive Vice
President and Provost Bert Gall
and President Emeritus Mirron
Alexandroff.
"I was happy, but no.t
surprised," said Alan Salpeter,

a lawyer with Mayer, Brown
and Platt, who represent Loeb.
"Our entire complaint has been
sustained and is valid. I expect
the case to be tried in front of a
jury."
Columbia's attorneys would
not comment on the dismissals
and said only that they were
"evaluating'' their next move in
court.
Loeb was placed on a leave of
absence by Columbia College
officials after allegedly showing up intoxicated to a graduate
screening in November 1991.

See LOEB
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New dorm loan approved

City should take the gamble

Setting Bad Examples
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Ready...Set...Gamblel That's right, I would like to see gambling legalized In Chicago. [know this will stir some
controversy, but I believe In the long run, it will be for the better.
Please, just hear me out.
If you don't bet on sporting events, I'm confident you know
someone who does. Gambling has gone from the dirty back
room of a barber shop to cellular phones somewhere in the
suburbs. Everybody wants ln.
Chicago is already losing money to places like Joliet and
Aurora due to riverboat gambling. These two old industrial
towns started out with riverboat gambling but have recently
expanded into the entertainment Industry. Celebrities such as
Frank Sinatra, Doily Parton, Bill Cosby and Billy Ray Cyrus
(why do I laugh when I hear his name?) are already scheduled
to play or entertain In these two ~ties. Also, Chicago has
recently passed an entertainment tax which is going to make the
play ''Miss Saigon" leave the city earlier than planned. If plays
as successful and popular as this are leaving Chicago, then why
would similar plays want to even open their doors here when
theycaneasiiysetupshopcheapersomewhereelse? This draws
revenue away from Chicago.
Chicago needs money for its school system and for many other
under-funded programs. The lottery is a great idea, but since
the money Is distributed equally over the whole state, Chicago's
portion is a mere pittance of what we actually bet on the lotto.
By legalizing gambling, Chicago can get a strangle hold on the
majority of the action in the Midwest. Think about it, Las Vegas
has the west, and Atlantic City has the East Coast. Chicago
would own the Midwest.
The next logical question would be where to locate these
casinos if they were accepted in Chicago? We already have the
perfect location, Navy Pier. With beautiful Lake Michigan on
o ne side and the exquisite skyline all around, how could you go
wrong? It' s already built, let's put it to use.
The casinos would also create many new jobs. Employees are
going to be needed to manage and work at the casinos. I know
these jobs aren't going to be the most prestigious jobs in
Chicago, but at least we can get more people working. I remember a year ago, when a downtown hotel advertised for
employees, so many people showed up for the interviews that
the line extended outside and down the entire block. People in
Chicago want to work, casinos will offer that opportunity.
As expressed earlier, these casinos will bring people to
Chicago fro mall over the Midwest. What people a lready realize
is tha t these visitors will be spending money on hotels, food
establishments and taxi services. You must also remember tha t
since gambling takes place primarily at night, these visitors will
need something to do to occupy their days. They might visit
one of our fine museums, go to the zoo, go see our local sports
teams in action or just go shopp ing for souvenirs. These visitors
will be spending money all over the city-- even if it's only a few
dollars, it still adds up.
Will problems arise if casinos are instituted in Chicago? Yes.
I'm not going to try avoid the question, I know problems will
spring up, but by working together I feel that we can solve these
problems and still have Chicago be the best darned city in the
U.S. of A.(Yes, I'm trying to appeal to your hometown pride.)
Casinos In C hicago? It will probably never happen, but you
can't blame me for trying. I still got $50 riding that they'll be
here in the next five years. Anyone wanna bet?

We can help
you find

MONEY

on frenzied Hog Lady
Tile crowd laughs, some of
them nervously, hoping he's
just kidding. The song starts.
The pit swarms, boots stomp,
someone In the crowd is
pushed to the ground then
helped back up only to be
pushed down again. The music
is frenzied, apocalyptic, strangely hypnotic; guitar, bass,
drums and a scream.
Halfway through the song
the whole gig is shut down by
the Chicago Police Department. Everyone is asked to
leave and given a courtesy
shove towards the exit.
Another Hog Lady show h.:ls
involuntarily been ended because cops don' t know how to
boogie.
If you've never heard of Hog
Lady, you are not alone. If

B.y Chrla Auman
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At a loft party somewhere In
Wicker Park, in a sea of long
hair, tattoos and pierced body
parts, Hog Lady sets up shop.
Kids are sitting high-up on
wooden partitions clutching
plastic beer cups and bottles of
booze. Guitars are picked up, a
bass pedal is tested, a cymbal
crashes, amps are turned up to
11, the show is about to start. A
skinny kid, wearing a Kermit
the Frog t-shirt and a funky
guitar, steps up to the
microphone to make an introduction.
" This song is called
Painkiller and it's about how I
fucked all your moms last
night."

the development of the film name the school.
department.
Columbia'slawyersaltotrled
Loeb, who was employed by to dismiss three count• of
In January 1992, Loeb came Columbia for 20 years, Is alleg- slarlderinvolvingartlclesabout
back to Columbia expecting to ing that he was fired without Loeb that appeared in the
be reinstated after completing a proper review. According to ' Chronicle.
"Gall said a number of thinp
drug rehabilitation program. Columbia policy, anyone
He was then dismissed. He employedsixconsecutiveyears that weren't true," Salpeter
later sued for $2.5 million in is entitled to a review. Teachers said. In one statement, Gall told
damages, charging retaliatory can get a peer review within 15 the Chronicle that Loeb waa
discharge, breach of contract, days of a discharge.
going on indefinite leave and
" This is not an at-will might not return. But according
slander and other charges.
Loeb also claims h e was employment,H Salpeter said.
to Salpeter, the college knew
Under the terms of the Loeb was going for treatment
promised his position back
once he completed medical Columbia handbook, Loeb and that he intended to return
treatment. He also claims he s atisfied requirements for upon completing treatment.
was entitled to tenure. Colum- tenure and has a right to a Gall also said that officials dl4!
bia officials say the school does review in his·contract, Salpeter not know that Loeb was seeknot offer tenure to faculty mem- said.
ing h e lp for alcoholism.
"This Is potentially a very According to court records, the
bers. Flanagan said the issue
should not be excluded from serious problem for the colthe trial and "it raises a lot of lege," Salpeter said. "They last slander count Involves aJ.
issues that need to be ultimate- badly underestimated Loeb leged statements appearing In
the Chronicle concerning sexual
and his lawyer ."
ly tried."
At one point in the proceed- harassment charges agailllt
Salpeter said that although
Loeb. .
tenure is not mentioned in the ings Judge Flanagan appears to
"It left an Impression he Wll
faculty handbook, it is implied. be impatient with Columbia's
off in a stupor," Sai_peter llid.
"The handbook makes refer- arguments, court transcripts "It was totally false.
ence to a number of things that show. She asked, "Without
The judge did uphold one of
are equal to tenure," Salpeter going through a regurgitation the school's motions dJsmill..
of
everything
that
is
in
your
said. "They have word s like
ing Alexandroff as a defendant
'non-probationary and non- specific documents, do you in the slander portion of the
have
anything
to
add
thatis
not
terminal engagement."'
suit.
Gall could not be reached for contained in this plethora of
Salpeter said he would now
paper?"
comment last week.
Loeb is now working at an move to get depositiona from
Loeb
had
numerous East Coast unive rsity as a Gall and Alexandroff.
privileges during his employ- teach e r's assistant in the
The Aura; U~ivenity
ment, including a $6,500 psychology department. He
stipend, $9,000 in travel al- could not be reached for comSemester m the
lowance and special allocations ment, and Salpeter would not
for travel and entertainment in
American West
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Every Student is Eligible
for Financial Aid

you've never eeen them ll\"t',
you are miNing out. ~
them live Is like ~ li
angry wall of so~ ~
satanic, but heavenly foi 1M
reality=. The bandaonsistsof
taristand 10111e11awe
Columbia student O.ve Gill;
drummer Bob Gregory; baa
playing Nick Sondy and of
course the lady henelf, Tye
Coon.
The group has been together
for a little over a year and Nl
been playing .out for about
seven months. Small lhow.,
small crowds, but that has been
changing, gradually, with a
growing reputation. '
For Gill, playil\l live
demands that you "get out of

inform the community about
the deadliness of AIDS,
Columbia College is sponsoring:
AIDS AWARENESS \V EE K
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New dorm l'~icft~
tops $9.5 m.tllton couw
z3 ml
._.
MAR
f:8UIMatA

much to pay back, according to
DeSalle. The school will have
the option of refinancing the
loan in the future.
Columbia College has bor'There will be no impact on
rowed -$9.5 million to purchase
the new residence hall at741 S. tuition with the borrowing and
Plymouth Ct., currently the purchase of the residence hall,"
Lakeside Lofts building. Tui- DeSalle said.
tion will not be raised by the
The new dorms are a separate
added expense to the college, financial undertaking from
school officials said. ·
other areas of interest at
The school will pay $8 million Columbia. The residence hall
to buy the building, with the will support itself through the
additional $1.5 million going revenue received from the stuc
dents living there. Extra
for furniture and renovation.
According to Columbia's revenue received will be used
Vice President of Finance, to pay off the initial loan.
Michael DeSalle, the funds will
The building will be officially
come from a tax exempt bond owned by Columbia on April
issued at an interest rate of 6.25 30. Renovations will begin on
percent over the next 25 years. May1.
"We received an attractive
There will be major construcrate to borrow the money tion on the first two floors,
needed for the new building," which currently consist of comDeSalle said.
mercial space. The architectural
The low interest rate will save firm of Shaman and Salk of
the college money because the Chicago will handle the
money borrowed won't cost as renovations. The contractors

By John G. Cline
SIRffWriUr

will be Gerry Brown and Associates of Chicago.
The renovations are not extensive except for the first two
floors. The plans there include
a computer lab, music and
practice rooms, drawing and
painting studio space, a fitness
room, study areas and lounges
for the dorm residents .
The rest of the $15 million
used to fix up the building will
go to converting rooms into
liveable student rooms. The
dorms will contain a fully furnished living area, dining area,
full bath and a full kitchen.
The cost of a dorm room to
students is expected to be about
$4,100 a year. Columbia has
worked out a flexible paymcn:

plan.
Units will accommodatE
groups of two, four or six students, with two students
occupying each bedroom.

Subnation· digs deep for
Chicago's underground
By Felicia Morton.
Sltl{fWrit<r

A new magazine exploring underground
arts and entertainment scene In Chicago burst
onto the scene last month.
The premiere issue of Subnation boasted
eye-popping graphics augmenting a new concept in subject matter: The subculture of the
urban groove.
John 'h!e, publisher of Subnation, formed the
concept and
brought
together a creative team of
talented people
driven to expose a side of
Chicago they
feel has long
been ignored.
One member
of that creative
team is Columbia alumnus
Troy J. Ford,
who is public
relations director
for
Subnation. Ford
explained that
Subnation fills a
void not only in
the city, but \n
the
world.
"Chicago is constantly
considered The
Second City,'
especially in the
art world," Ford said. "Many cultural
treasures of our city have been overlooked
because no one covers them. We want to expose what Chicago has going for it."
Ford describes himself as anative Chicagan
who grew up with the beginnings of the house
music/ alternative scene. He draws upon a
diverse background of experience and
knowledge to inform the masses about
Chicago's cultural groove. One of those experiences is Columbia.

"Columbia gave me the freedom to interpret
·our world and look at things in a broader
sense," he said.
. Also on the creative team is Advertising
Director and Chicago-based musician,
Stephen Pate. The magazine appeals to the 18
to 35 age group, he said.
"OriginallySubnation intended to be a fourpage newspaper, but we got so much positive
feedback, we decided to run with it," Pate
said.
The
magazine ' s
second issue is
three times
larger than the
first. There are
more colors,
lay-outs, articles
and
advertisers. Almost all of the
ads
are
designed by
Subnation's art
director,
Richard Klevgard,
who
owns his own
graphic design
firm.
In describing
Subnation, Pate
said that, "The
entire universe
revolves
around
a
rhythm
or
groove. Subnation Is the
m edium for
Chica go' s
groove."
Ford said the magazine has received a positive reception so far, including feedback from
such notables as Ed Barry of Rolling Stone,
Cathy O'Malley of the Chicago Tribune and
Illinois Sen. Carol Moseley Braun.
He said the general comment is, '1t's about
time!"

·

Subnation's motto says it all:
"Disconnect yourself from the flow and get
fluid with the groove."

Lisa Adds 1

Two Chicago legends, Studs Terkel (I) and
the Chicago Journalism Hall of Fame ceremony.

FAME
from page 1

is one of only two photographers Inducted since 1980.
He has received nearly 300
awards Including the Pulitzer
Priw. Hallmarks in his career
include a photo series titled,
"Songs of My People," exhibited at The Nikon House in
New York, a historic visualization of African Americans.
His credits range from local
inner-city photography to Pope
John Paul IT's visit to Mexico
and thereleaseofSouthAfrican
civl! rights activist Nelson
Mandela. He conducted a
photo seminar with a team of
five journalists in Eastern
Europe to teach Soviet photographers to "shoot from the
heart."
Another inductee, acclaimed
Chicago author and broadcasterStuds Terkel spoke of the

nature of journalism.
"Chicago journalism has a
long tradition. The art of it is
naturally to get to the truth,"
Terkel said. "There is an attempt to right things that are
wrong. Basically the job of the
journalist is to ferret out the
truth, they may be unpopular
or unsafe even at times, but
they've got to do it. Also
remember, the truth is sometimes determined by s,pm·xme
who owns something."
The history of the C'li~ago
Journalism Hall of Pam l goes
as far back as the 1890s, but
recently was revamped ir. 1990
when the International Press
Club and The Chicago Headline Oub began presenting the
awards.
The event ~as co-sponsored
by both clubs. Proceeds will
fund journalism scholarships.

ALL CHICAGO PREMIERES!
•Includes Billboards, a dynamic new ballet set
to the music of pop superstar Prince and
created by four ol America's boldest and most
original choreographers Laura Dean, Charles
Moulton, Peter Pucci, Margo Sappington.
TUESDAY MARCH 16 •1:3Q pm
•BIUSOARDS
W£DHE$DAY MARCH 11• 7:30 pm
•BIW!OARDS
THURSOAY MARCH 18 • 7:30pm
• ITALIAN SUITE. STRUOURE/l!GHT AElO.
THE GARDEN OF VI!J.ANDRY
• LE5 PRESAGES
FRIDAY MAI!CH !9•1:00 pm
•ITAliAN SUIR STRUCTUREIUGHT I'IRD.
THE GARDEN OF VIUANDRY
• LE5 PRESAGES
SATURDAY MARCH 20 • 2;09 pro
• ITALIAN SUIR STRUCTUR£/UGHT fiElD.
THE GARDEN OF VlllANDRY
• LE5 PRESAGES
5ATURDAY MARCH 20 • 8·00 pm
•BILLBOARDS
SUNQAY MARCH 11 •3:00 pro

•BIUBOAROS

Ttw: Jolfrr~ B.ttt<t
AA AmetiC¥'1 (kt$S<
1\~f!dWIPdf'lb'f'

PHII.IPMORRIS(Qo.IPANI£SIN(

TICKETS: $10-$45

ONLY 7 PERFS!

CALL 312-902-1500
TICkets also a'lallabte at tne Aud.tonum Theatre and CMc ()pera
House boK office ana all ~ centers tneiiJd.ng Carson
~ne Scon. Rose Records and Sound \Y!Jehoose

GROUP SALES {100R MORE) 312·431·2357
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A woman of substance.
By Nerissa Nelson
Correspondent

In recognition of Women's History Month, the
Chicago Area Women's History conference sponsored
''The Settlement House Vision: The Women of Hull
House, TheCityand the Neighborhood in 1893," at the
Newberry Library on Saturday, March 13.
Mary Ann Johnson, director of the Jane Addams' Hull-House
Museum at the University of lllinois at Chicago, led a slide
presentation and discussion that was a preview of a special
upcoming exhibition that will recreate life at Hull House and the
surrou nding neighborhood in 1893.
In that year the U.5. began the slide into a four- year depression
that would cause many bank and business failures. It was a time
of desperation and loss, but a new, invigorating social experiment was taking root on the near West Side of Chicago. In 1889,
Jane Addams founded the now world famous social settlement,
Hull House, located in the vicinity of Polk and Halsted Streets.
Born in Cedarville, Illinois in 1860 and educated at Rockford
College, Jane Addams was a pioneer in social justice and a
crusader for world peace. Her exhaustive efforts on behalf of the
Hull House settlement were designed to relieve destitution and
provide social services to an increasing number of Irish,
Bohemian, Italian, German, Jewish and Greek immigrants
who had been settling in Chicago since the mid-1800s.
Addams worked with Ellen Gates Starr to transform
. Charles Hulls' old mansion into the original social service
center. During her lecture, Johnson pointed out that Hull
House started as an incubation area for social experiments
and with their growth the center quickly expanded into a
13 -building complex. Provided services included kindergarten and day care facilities for working mothers, art and
music classes and the first public kitchen which served the
neighboring factory workers beginning in 1893. These onetime experiments became permanent social services
provided by Addams and the residents of Hull House.
A list of Addams' achievements seems almost endless. In
1894, she founded the Chicago Federation of Settlements
and in 1911 helped establish the National Federation of
Settlements and Neighborhood Centers. She led the Consumers League and was the first woman to serve as

president of the National Conference of Charities and Corrections. She also chaired the Labor Committee of the General
Federation of Women's Oubs and was on the executive board of
the National Playground Association, the National Child Labor
Committee and the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. Throughout her life, Addams was an important advocate for women who supported the campaign for
women's suffrage and was one of the founders of the American
Civil Uberties Union in 1920.
In the culmination to a lifetime of devotion to her dream, she
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1931 for her work with the
Women' s International League for Peace and Freedom.
Of course, Addams did not singlehandedly accomplish many
of the social reforms of the day. She received a lot of help from
the residents of Hull House and money from some powerful and
influential supporters.
To further commemorate Women's History Month, the
Chicago Area Women's History Conference, in co-sponsorship
with the Women's Studies Program and the Afro-American
Studies and Research Program at the University of Dlinois at
Urbana-Champaign, plans to hold a two-day conference entitled
'1llinois, Beginning With Women...Histories and Cultures," on
March 26 and 27, at the Urbana-Champaign campus.
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The Inuit people of
Canada's Northwest Territories believe that humans
can transform themselves
into animals by sheer force of
will.
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Bad Examples make good
By Boyd Raveling
Corr<spon4ml

.
,
t
k
export, are making a big name for themselves in
a wide array of circles. The band's latest release,
"Cheap Beer Nis ht," has been steadily climbing
the charts. In their strive for stardom, the band has
been touring extensively, and it seems to be paying
The Bad Examples, Ch rcago s newes pop-roc

By Jane Ripley
Corr<spondml

audience. Theydrawanobviouslyloyalfollowing. Such hits as
"Not Dead Yet," "StPeter'' and "One Perfect Moment," had the
1o
'th th h
Th band'
.
d · ·
crow St~~g a ng.wt
e c oruses.
e
s anuable
JM;fSOnalitieswere evtd entbetweensetsastheyrubbedelbows
~th the patrons, many of whom appeared to be personal

friend~.

This belief in the fantastic is
symbolized in a sculpture by
Inuit artist Sorosiluto Onalik,
which shows a woman's face
etched in darkstoneonone side
and a seal and owl on the other.
The piece, on display at the
Orca ·AaTt Gallery, 300 W.
Grand Ave., is part of the Eskimo women artists show
featured through April3 for International Women's Day.
The term Eskimo is no longer
used for the natives of the
Northwest Territories because
it is derived from the Algonqui.n word Nesquimantsic",
which means raw meat eaters.
The people prefer to be called
Inuit, which translates to "the
oneswhoarehuman."
The exhibit, which honors
both International Women' s
Day and the International Year
oflndigenousPeoples, alsofeatures prints and tapestries
created by In ·t 0
UI w men.

Musu:any, the. performance was respectable. The songs were
ent;rgetic and til?"t·. Each mem~r .of th~ quart~ carri~ ~
wetght. Lead gUitanst John D~tch_IS an unpresstve mUSICian
whose bluesy solos were the highlight of many of the slower
numbers. Healsopulled out a trumpetandblewasoloduring
off.
the good-humored number, "Sammy the Dog Has Learned to
'the Bad Examples recently came back to Chicago after a string
Play Trombone." Covert is developing into
accomplished
of shows in the Southeast. On Saturday, March 6, they appeared
singer and songwriter. In addition, Pickles Piekarski on bass
at the BeatKitchen,2100W. Belmont Ave., wherethegrouptaped
and Terry Wathen on drums p rovide an unflagging rhythm.
their last disc. The tape has excellent sound for a live recording,
After the show, Covert seemed excited about the band's
but the best way to capture the feel of this band is to see them
success in Europe. The Bad Examples have joined the ranks of
live.Theypridethernselvesontheirperformanceandtheirsound
Chicago musicians whose popularity across the Atlantic is
quality.
surpassing that in their hometown.
The Bad Examples seemed at home in the atmosphere of the
"Over there people (on the streets) know us," Covert
Beat Kitchen. The back room was filled to capacity as the Exremarked, in an almost surprised tone. But he appeared to be
amples cooked up their own brand of home-brewed rock 'n' roll.
taking it in stride, without inflating his ego.
"Last time we were in Europe, Delamitri opened for us. .. I
Lead singer and songwriter Ralph Covert has a fantastic rapport
with the audience. And there was no doubt that this was his
thought wait a minute; this should be the other way around "
_ __.'"': he said.
'
~.lli~~-O\ren may sound somewhat startled with the bands accomplishments in Europe, but it's his own intelligence
that has helped greatly. His ability and willingness to
speak with the European press in French and Dutch have
undoubtedly contributed to their following abroad.
More touring li~ ahead for the ~d Examples. They
wtll soon be tounng m the west, mcluding dates in Top-left: Spirit Head with Bird, .
Denver, Boulder and other smaller cities. After that, Bear Surprised by a Walrus.
they go east to play in New York and vicinity. In the
s pring, they embark on a European tour that takes them
from Italy to Holland. In between all of this, the band
plans to work in the studio. May will bring about the
Poets, fiction writers, and
re-release of their 1988 debut, " Meat: The Bad Exout there 10 bring your WUI'k to
amples.- And in July, Covert and members plan to work
building anytime.
on an acoustic disc, to be titled "Eat at Godot's."
Don't you want your 15 minate
In the midst of their hectic schedule, fans of the Bad
We11 be waiting.
Examples should have plenty of chances to see their
Alismt Pryor
Bad Exampl es members, (left) Drummer Terry Wathen, singer
local. favo~ites this year. As Covert said, "We still pay
Ralph Covert, guitar John Duich and Pickles Piekarski on bass.
rent m Chicago."
n~~tt~res Editor
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The writing on the wall
By Alphonso Myers
5111/fWrit<r

The consistently challenging Randolph Street
Gallery is pushing graffiti, hip hop, bre~ dancing and ethching in a special show w~zch r~ns
until AprillO. It e~courages t~e publtc to brmg
their own spray pamt and ethmg tools.
In an attempt to get the the public involved, the RSG, as
they call themselves, hosted a "Participatory Perfonnan<;e
party" on March 5 and opened its p roject space to the public
for the creation of the "Hip Hop Phenomenon."
Graffiti artist "Zore" says, "This is going to be the summer
for graffiti like it's never been seen before ~rei~ Chica9o."
Zore, 26, was born Mario Gonzalez Jr. and hves m the Little
Village neighborhood on the South Side. Under the name
Zore, he has shown his work in Mexico, Scotland, and at the
RSG in the sho ws, "You r message Here" and Re-lmagining
America.
into North American galleries.
In the past. because they were a
nomadic people, the Inuits
made small, portable sculptures. Houston urged them to
make their works bigger so
they would be marketable.
They began doing this in the
1940sand 1950s.
Stone is frequently used in
Inuit art because it is an abundant resource. A trained eye
can identify a stone from it's
consistency and color. An
apple-green colored stone, for

HThis is going to be the
summer for graffiti like
it's never been seen
before here in Chicago."
-Mario "Zore" Gonzales Jr.

example,
signifiestheregionof
.Cape
Dorset.
Lucy Tasseor, a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sculptor lcnown for her faces,
Zore says that today's graffiti art evolved from the sub-culJ.l-1!l]ces p~ _(IY.m .extremely tural subway and spray can art in New York City in the 70s.
hard stone. One shapeless but and has become a nationally recognized art form.
·
charming piece illuminates
The walls of the RSG space are splattered with bright.
human forms, with a triangle swirling letters and shapes in about every spray paint color
representing an arm sticking available. The graffiti, so far, has been supplied by the public
out.
and the artists, Zore, Rafael Almaguer (Rafa) and the Spray
Accprding to Gallery 'Brigade. Extension ladders are provised for those who want
Manager Kim Goldfarb, Inuit to 'tag' the ceiling.

art talces a simpli~ic approach
to humans andfind~
"They ~on't . . It necessaty
to make 1t anatonucally correct.
Th~re. ~re after capturing
their spml

•n. an art dealer
vas responsible
rival of Inuit art

Slefani.e Rothman, communications director for the RSG
says, "The kids that come through are excited. We feel that
opening our doors to the artists will benefit art (graffiti) in a
positive direction."
TheRandolphStreetGalleryislocatedat756N._Milwaukee
Ave., west of the River North gallery area. There IS a$# cover
charge for the show with a juice bar included. Bring your
own creativity, energy, painters pants, and plenty of spray
paint.

BUILDING
from page 1
•ound freedom.
Cummings, originally from
Richmond, Va. and now living
in Los Angeles, has won other
honors for his work. In 1990 he
received the National Archives
One-Act Playwrighting, Comp e tition for his play
"Scarecrow." In 1991 he w as
admi tted to the Black
Filmmakers' Hall of Fame for
his short fihn, "Long Way From
Hotne."
" My plays are written to
show the struggles of the
African American following
the Civil War,• Cummings said.
"Some of these struggles were
found in the lives of the blacks

themselves, not just the relations between themselves and
white people."
Theod o re Wa rd, bo rn in
Thibodaux, Louisiana, became
a Chicagoan after hopping a
train here when he was 13. He
came to fame as a member of
the Ch icag o chapte r of the
Federal Theater Project during
the mid-'30s. His first major
play was "Big White Frog'' followed by "Our Lan,'" which
was produced on Broadway in
1945. Ward wrotemore than20
plays in his career until his
death
in
1983.
The
theater / music departme nt
chose to name the award after
Ward because of his contributions to Chicago's intellectual
and cultural life.

Poetry Corner
"Se Lava"
By Martina Menendez

La Mujer se lava
debajo de los brazos
as if she can wash
away the dirt
of his sins.
Siempre pensando
en ti,
knowing it's wrong
she scrubs between
her legs.
The sea of you
trickling down
the sides of her legs
intertwining froths.

~
Elizabeth Nutaraluk; Bottom-left: Owl,

':;AJN!
WHERE AKE YOU1 We know you are

• Jwrricfe in 100m 802 in the Wabash

Participate in the Afrikan
Heritage Celebration in the
Hokin until March 31 and learn
something new.

Maldiciendote,
with each drop
that slithers
like a snake
down into the drain.
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The last time I wrote to you
I gave advice on how to capture the sign of your dreams.
I did that in honor of Valentines Day. Now that spring is
starting, I say, "Out with the
old and In with the new." It's
time to clean house. This is a
virtually painless guide to dismissing and/or properly
blowing off that "special
someone."
Pisces: The nice thing
about the typical Pisces is,
once they realize that any
chance of a real relationship is
nothing more than a mere fantasy, they'll simply take the
initiative and leave. No long
good-bye, no nothing. Either
that, or they'll look for comfort
elsewhere and wind up
having a one-night tryst with
one of your friends. This may
not be the most honest thing a
person can do - nobody's
perfect. But this works in
your favor since this is a valid
excuse to make the get-away
you desire.
Aries: Get right to the point
and declare your freedom.
The ram may go off on one of
his/her tirades and verbally
abuse you for a while. But if
you're dating an Aries you
should already be
used to verbal
spankings. Aries
tell it like it is without concern for
soft feelings. The
beauty is, once
Aries have had
their fits, they
simply · forget
about it and get on
with their lives. No strings attached.
Taurus: Whoe ver wants to
loose a Taurus is a fool. But
that's just my opinion. Sure,
at times they bring new meaning to the word boredom.
Despite that, Taurus is forever
dependable. I find that char- .
acteristic to be very rare. But
if you must, just tell 'em that
you're leaving, Taurus will be
too lazy to fight with you
about it.
Gemini: Betcha a big sum
of money that if you were
planning to dump a Gemini,
odds are they beat you to it.
Why would Gemini waste
their time on a relationship
that had no chance of going
anywhere. Life's too short for
that.
Cancer: This isn't as easy as
the others. It's the nature of
the crab to cling to everything
- this may include you.
They're known for their deep
sensitivity, so you have to be
gentle. The difference between your piece of mind and
being branded a bastard for
life lays in the way that you
break the news to them. Boldly
announcing
'!This
relationship BITES" is a
d e finite guarantee for an
ocean full of tears. Saying, in
a soft loving tone, "I think we
need a little time out for a
while. I don't have the heart
to take it out on you," should
pretty much do the trick.
Leo: Stop buying them
presents. Embarrass them In
public. Yawn at everything

!llli ~

Ignorance fueling .racistn
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against Jacklon. Noll'm fol' hil UjUII--. but
I'm sick and tired of hil double ~and
Pleaseforgivemeiflsound Ignorant. Ignorant yes, his lgnot11110e. Anotherthlngthatupetame
forl~eing a foreigner in this country or for being
isthewaythatpeoplelikeJacbonsolooldnafol'
a loyal Cincinnati Reds fan, but after the recent
racism Racism and Jecbon are jult like aDecl
Marge Schott controversy, one wonders if Mrs. case of athlete's foot. you'll never getrld ofltand
Schott, Major League Baseball and the Rev. Jesse It's always annoying you. Racism Is certalnly In
Jackson are all just as ignorant as I am. While our society, but surely Jackson must realize that
every hull)an being is talented, we are also aU
he is only the fuel which Is adding to the fire. We
racist to some extent
don't. need to add fuel to the angert We need
I think this issue was blown out of proportion.
understanding and acceptance of how to put the
First, It Is obvious that Schott was taught that
fire out.
·
you could call anyone anything and not be
The two main Ingredients needed to reduce
punished. She is a hard lady. She's had to be, radsm are understanding and acceptance. The
she's a widow and a business
likes of Schott must underslaJ'd
woman, but she is also the o n l y - - - - - - - - - - - t h a t you are not allowed to say
woman In the male-dominated
radal slurs to people. She must
business of professionai sports
understand and accept that
team ownership. She was brought up in a time America is now a multicultural society. America
and place where anyone who was different was is a melting pot of all races, and while the white
considered inferior and thus, wasn't part of the population must learn to accept and understand
group. Ok, that sho11ldn't excuse her for what that we all have different Ideas and
she said, but she may not have known any better philosophies, underneath the skin we are all the
and I really do pity those sort of people. She Is same! She, like Jackson, must abo learn and
Ignorant to racism and that's wrong.
understand that being Ignorant t.-a detriment,
As for Jackson, let me state here that I agree notabeneftt.AndtoJackson,youmustleamand
with his fight and respect what he is trying to do.
understand that most of your actions are hurting
However, what makes me so upset about him Is rather than helping us get rid of radsm. You al110
that he feels he is above all this. He's not. He's must learn not to make radal comments. H there
just as ignorant as Schott and major league is blatant racial injustice In a situation, then go
baseball. '(et it makes me wonder at how he can after it. H there's not, then leave the issue alone.
come up with all these comments, saying that And to major league ba!ll!ball, you must learn
Schott is a racist, yet he has made the same sort and understand how to react to racial comments
of comments when he called New York, "a being made by individuals. Hopefully we'll
himey town." I'm a little upset at this double never see another disgraceful situation like we
standard. When the media reported the untaped
did with this inddent. Hall these parties can do
comments attributed to Schott, she was contheir part, hopefully they'll make America'•
demned and punished. Jackson was not game just that - a game for all Americans,
punished nor condenmed after he· made his regardless of what color or race you are..Js that
recorded comments. Now it may sound like I'm
too much to ask for?
By Dwid PIIUI Mcmct~r

"

they say. You get the picture.
It also helps to constantly

compare them to one of your
ex's. It makes them bum. The
result is a tear-s tained,
broken-glass, enhanced break
up TiiAT'S so overdone even
Susan Lucci would gladly
shove a hand down her throat
to wretch.
Virgo: BESIDES criticizing
everything they do, it helps to
lmpro ye upon every thing
they do. When you visit their
home, rearrange their plants
or magazines on the coffee
table. If they're cooking for
you, casually season your
own food after they do it for
you. It's like saying to them
what they're doing isn't good
enough and you can do it better. If you'd like to add a
touch of neurosis, constantly
tell them that there's something hanging off the edge of
their nose.
Libra: All you have to do to
end a relationship with a Libra
is come up with a well
reasoned, logical, two-page
typed thesis on why it's time
to call it quits. It helps to leave
a lot of the decision making up
to them, since that drives tl\em
practically insane.
Not all
are hell
on revenge,
that doesn' t
mean you' re off
the hook. Scorpio's
may forgive, but
not always forget.
If you're intending
on a heartfelt
"We're just not right for each
other" speech, don't expect to
call a week later and cap it off
with "Can' t we just be
friends?" You can't. Chances
are, wh~n you call you'll discover the number has been
disconnected, changed and
unlisted. Scorpio's sever the
ties that bind for good and
don' t think twice about it.
Sagittarius: Just say the
" M" word. The "C" word
works just as well. Mention
the words marriage and com·
mitment and the archer is like,
"I'm gone." You can' t hold
these people down. They
need their freedom. 'Nuff
said?
Capricorn: Capricorn is
another sign that does the
work of breaking up for-you.
Simply demand that they
choose between you and their
work. Getting ahead in the
world is important to a
Capricorn. Until the goat
reaches the desired status in
life, a relationship isn't a
priority.
Aquarius: Finally, we have
another sign that thought
aboutgettingoutofitfirst. But
to insure that they'll go away
and stay away, get real sentimental on them. They hate
that. It also helps to get really
clingy. Demand that they call
and check in with you regarding their whereabouts every
hour on the hour. Talk about
your inner child a lot.
Aquarius can't deal with all
the sentimentality, and they'll
gladly end the affair for you.

0 PINI 0 N

HOG
from page 2
the way of yourself." It calls for
assuming a different persona. It
requires leaving yourself for
just a little while in order to get
"it'' out. "It'' is whatever it is
that is keeping you down.
For Coon, Hog Lady is just
that, an outlet.
"It's not like I'm this raging
maniac 24-hours a day," Coon
said (although the rest of the
band would disagree). "But I
do have my sessions. That's
~hat Hog Lady Is for me, getting the shit out."
Don' tbefrightenedanddon't
get the idea that they're only
self-serving. It's more than just
therapy for the band. Coon encourages people who come to
see their shows to get their aggressions out too. She wants
people to "bust heads, stage
dive, spew, drool, whatever it
takes, then you walk away a lot
saner, a lot happier person.
You're better for the world."
Hostility isn't the only form
of release. Sondy insists that
Hog Lady shows "aren't that
angry all the time." And according to Gill, that isn't
necessarily the image they
want to project.
"We' re so in your face all the

time, we don' t want to give that
kind of impression aU the way,
that we're totally mean,''· Gill
said. "People want to have a
good time (at our shows), but
sometimes we're just too
demanding of attention."
It's aU about attitude. It's aU
about making a hog of yourself
and going to the extreme on
anything.
H~ Lady is just one of the
seenungly infinite number of
new underground bands surfacing in the wake of an
alternative music revolution,
which tends to exclude the
completely abrasive sounds in
its more commercial ventures.
But Hog Lady would like to
distance themselves from
grunge and the rebirth of punk
rock. Call them grunge and
they'll laugh. "I guess we' re
down with that,'' Gill said.
"We're definitely not clean, but
we're a rock 'n' roll band and
almost all grunge bands are
rock ' n' roll bands. It's not a
new thing, it's an old thing."
Punk rock? " I used to be a
hardcore skater kid, and if it
wasn't punk rock, I .wouldn't
listen to it. Now I've listened to
It so much I just don't need to
anymore,'' said Gregory.
The group draws Inspiration

from a wide variety ol music.
Anything from Ice Cube to
Coltrane, Sun Rah to Black Sabbath and Miles Davis to the
Melvins, it all gets in there
somehow. Their sound?
"Somewhere between Texas
and New York." Their shows?
"A sweaty cool time... Their
song writing techniques?
'"Someone will say, hey, I did
this thing and then we all do
our own thing with that thin§
and it becomes one thing.
Favorite
character
on
M•A "S•H? Doesn't really matter, but in essence what is Hog
Lady, really?
"An enema, a cleansing of the
soul" and "a really sore throat,'"
Coon says.
Hog Lady, along with other
Chicago underground darlings
such as Trenchmouth, Wickerman and Godbox will be
appearing on "Pressure
Cooker," a soon-to-be-released
compilation of local bands, '"a
thumbnail guide to theO\Icago
Underground" from the recently conceived Furbal1 Recorda.
You can purchase the Hog
Lady tape at Ear Wax, Reckle11
Records or at their shows. Tiley
will play with Godbox and
Stumbleblock this Thursday,
March 25 at Lounge ~. 2438
N. Uncoln Ave.

THE HIT LIST
Top ten activities of the losers who aren't going anywhere for spring break.,.
10) Taite CfA Tour, "Chicago's Historic Crack Dens."
9) .Rent and review 20-tape collection, "The Best of MacNeil-Lehrer."
8) Reread Zane Grey and Danielle Steele collection.
7) Registration Aides will

prepare for Fall '93, "Go to your right, go to your right, go to your
right, go to your right..."

6) 1V majors to debate on shows, "Bass Master vs. Captain Skip: Aesthetics of Camera Place- menton Good Pld Boys."
5) Search for seeds and stems under cushions in the sofa bed.
4) Read the Chronicle cover to cover.
3) Relax in comfy Barca-Lounger, close eyes and listen to cherished Barry Manilow collection.
2) Take in Field Museum exhibit, "Barking Rats & Exploding Poodles- The Multicultural
, Experien~ o~ Chj ~uhwis ~(i _Other ?mail, Yipping Balls of Shmata."
1) Practice fire drills in the Wabash Building. Again. And again. And again. And again.
"Source: Chronicle Editors

As a fiction writing major,
I've felt the challenge of being a
To the Editor:
Christian in a non-Christian environment all too well. The
I just want to say...Thanks to- stories that people write are a
Dave Harrell (Chronicle, March part of who they are and I don't
8). I've never met you before try to judge anyone's work no
but your article was like an X- matter how offensive I might
ray probing into my mind, · find it.
But part of the department's
heart and soul.

Thanks Dave

C HRONICLE
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600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, nlinois 60605
312-663-1600 ext 343
FAX 312-427-3920
Nancy A. Tlrart, Editor
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Staff Writers: Hayley Carlton, John Cline,
Alphonso Myers, Patrick Reilly,
David Scott, Antonio Sharp
Staff Photographers: Lisa Adds, Eric Bond,
Dana Hansen, Nick Oza

patented STORY WORKSHOP
method is to pass a student's
work around so that it will be
read aloud by several other students. Also, we are required to
read passages from certain
"classical" books.
Now while the first item I
mentioned may be useful to the
writer, the latter is quite unnecessary since we are required
to read the same chapters (in
most cases) at home.
The bottom line is, I find
myself having to avoid certain
words (profanity) as I read
while a teacher shouts for me to
"read it as it is." When I
presented my problem about
reading these words to one
teacher, I was told to pretend I
was an actor reading a script to
disassociate my mind from
what I was reading. What kind
of baloney/pastrami/ salami is
that? Am I supposed to compromise my peace of mind just
so some teacher can fill up
space in a four-hour class? I
don't think so and I am not the
only person that has had to deal
with this kind of situation. One
young lady I know says she
spells the words out instead of
saying them and her teacher
can't stand it.
As for those news items you
mentioned (the grandmother,
etc), things like that are happening a lot lately. Just last

Now that St. Patrick's Day is safely over...
According to a 12th-<:entury legend, writes Ralph Woodrow
in "Babylon Mystery Religion: Ancient and Modem," St. Patrick
claimed to have found the actual entrance to purgatory. To
convince unbelievers, he had a very deep pit dug in Ireland, into
which several monks descended. Upon their return, said the
tale, they described purgatory and h ell with discouraging vividness... The spot became a popular pilgrim attraction. Financial
abuses developed, and in 1497 Pope Alexander VI ordered it
closed as a fraud. Three years later, however, Pope Benedict XIV
preached and published a sermon in Rome in favor of Patrick's
purgatory!
I'mas shocked as you are. It's like hearing that Santa is a child
molester or that the Easter Bunny moonlights for Playboy.
"A person is a person no matter how small." (Dr. Seuss,
"Horton Hears a Who.")
What's aD&E?
You 're not supposed to know. But read on:
" ... you're sitting there tearing, and I mean tearing- you need
a lot of strength to do this - arms and legs off of babies and
putting them in a stack on top of a table."
" ... when the babies are so big, they don't come apart like the
others. Their muscle structure is so strong that the heads won't
come off from the body...you can't dispose of these in the
Dispose-All; you have to put these in the trash."
"The baby's bones were far too developed to rip them up...so
we had to try to pull the baby out... in three or four major pieces,
and ... there this little baby boy was lying on the tray.
"There was one incident. ..where.. .a white piece came out, and
I asked the doctor whatit was, and it was the baby's skul/...[sobs]
and I can still. ..hear the... [more sobs] noise of that baby's skull
being crushed ..." (Source: "The 700 Oub")
Those testimonies aren't from Satanic cult members, penitentiary inmates or friends of Jeffery Dahmer. The first two were
from former abortionists, the rest from a former abortion clinic
nurse/anesthetist. All are now staunchly pro-life. "D&E" stands
for "dilation and evacuation" (though "dismemberment and
execution" is more accurate), an abortion technique. The new
improved "D&X" (dilation and extraction) method, very useful
in harvesting fetal tissue, is even more fun:
"The fetal skull is drilled open and a suction device is placed
into the brain. The brain substance is then sucked out and placed
immediately on ice...the pre-born is then aborted..." (Dr. Bernard
Nathanson, interviewed in Catholic World Report, Aug. 92, all
emphasis mine.)
And thanks to President Biliary Rodham Ointon, your tax
dollars will now subsidize "research" on brains sucked out of
unborn children. You can count on it becoming a lucrative trade.
"By the end of the 20th century, cannibalism had long been
relegated to tales of an ignorant and brutal past and the tyranny
of slavery was fading from memory. However, many
Americans were curiously still able to rationalize another barbaric practice: the killing of an unborn child (then
euphemistically referred to as "abortion"). The legitimization of
-this particularly gruesome method of eliminating unwanted
children (which also resulted in maiming and killing many
women, despite its much-touted "safety''), and the rationalizations Americans contrived to defend it, coincided with a general
plunge in respect for the value of life. In the last 40 years of the
century, murder rates skyrocketed. The late 1990's were a sad
time in American history. Groups lobbied vigorously for the
legalization of a woman's "right to choose" infanticide (should
she decide she didn't want her child after bearing it) and for
mandatory euthanasia for those over 70 (who were seen as a
nonproductive economic drain on society). A few soulless
entrepreneurs even suggested making useful commodities out
of th~ "useless" elderly and handicapped, such as soap, meat,
etc.
"Now, in 2040, we look upon such barbaric attitudes with
shock and revulsion and laugh at that generation's ironic claims
of "progressiveness" and "enlightenment." But in all fairness
we must remember that they were only products of that century
- the century of Hitler, Stalin, Hussein, Pol Pot, etc. In fact,
eugenics (genocide intended to weed out the "unfit") became a
goal not only of Hitler, but of Margaret Sanger, the racist
founder of what became an abortion industry giant- Planned
Parenthood."
The nauseated high-school junior clicks off her pocket computer history textbook and says to herself: "Progressive? Who
the hell were they kidding?"
year, a group of high school
students in Texas built a float
for their homecoming parade.
The theme of the float was the
Bible (uh oh, there's that word
again) being the answer to the
problems of drug abuse and alcoholism. Their principal had a
different answer: Either take
d'own the float
or be
suspended. Scary isn't it?
Which reminds me...If the

world says God isn't real (although He is) and that Jesus
isn' t the answer for the world
today (although He is), it seems
that the answers being offered
as alternatives (as evidenced by
the high school principal),
a ren't really that exciting or
promising, now are they?
LaZeric Freeman
Senior
Fiction Writing
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·A selective guide to events of interest to the Columbia CXIII\D\unity.

Mopclay22
The Film and Soda! Club will be showing "Cbooee Me" in
room 921, 600 S. Michigan Ave. This feature will also be
shown with a cartoon, starting time 6 p.m.
A film screening of "Beyond the Dream," sponsored by the
Afrikan American Alliance Oub will be shown in Hokin Hall
at2p.m.

Iuesday23
Afrikan Heritage Month continues with a women's
symposium on The African American: Past. Present and
Future inthe Hokin Gallery at 12 p.m. Lecture presenters will
be Sheila Baldwin, Sheron Williams and Stephanie Gadlin.
An evocative video examination of the 1992 L.A. Riots by 0.
Funmilayo Makarah will be shown at 2 p.m. in the Hokin
Center, followed by a lecture given by the artist.

Wednesday 24
Reporter Silvia Perez from WLS-1V will be on hand at 2 p.m.,
in room 805 Wabash to talk about broadcast journalism and .
the role of Latinos in the media.
A lecture discussion and film screening titled "Ethnic
Notions" will be held in the Hokin Gallery at 3:30p.m.
Following the lecture will be a poetry reading on "A
Kaleidoscope: Women at Work," presented by Diana
Williams and Company, at 6:30p.m.

Tburaday 25
The spring Film Festival continues inside the Hokin Center
with the showing of "Paths of Glory," at 4 p.m.
Friday 26

STUDENTS & ORGANIZATIONS
l'romcferur A aida Spring Break (IICkages.
Earn MONEY ard FREE •
crprize
SMALL ocLARGE~CaD ~
~at 1800423-5264
BEACH CONDO FOR RENT
Beach anlo in SOlth !'am: island, Texas,
sleeps eight $1,300 per wed<. Depa;it n>quired CaD 1 800 253-1469
CAMPUS REP WANTED
HEATW AVE VACATIONS
Spring Break 1993. Thebestraes& bigge&
oomnissicns. Foc mere information caD 1
800395-WAVE
WANTED: TRAVEL REPS
Eslablished ~y with nmy )ellS of
experience. Earn I1'0l6y on Spo..: time ard
free trip to Onan.
Call 1 800 3SlESTA, ask foc Bmnie
NEW MAGAZINE, WORKING TO
GET OFF THE GROUND SEEKING:
Anatdireaa'(wlhpblialliaJ cbigne<p<rim:e), illlNrnns lnl ,.., ~ sales

A rockabilly extravaganza with Texas legend Ronnie Dawson
~t>aomin~<Xanew
and his very special guest The Frantic Aattops and Moondogs pttii:3ion. "-'ial tojcin~gajfwih
will appear at the Elbow Room, 2871 N. Lincoln Ave.
sailly.c.IJTI'msaV*atl'l0!672-5998
Showtime is10 p.m., cover charge $10

Ongoing events
The Hokin Coffee House invites anguished souls and
musicians to sign up any time before 1 p.m. in the Hokin
Center for an Acoustic Only Performance every Friday live
on s tage.

CHEAP! FBI /U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES .......... ........ $200
86 vw ................................. $50
87 MERCEDES .................. $100
65 MUSTANG .................... $50
Choose from thousand starting at $50.
F'R EE Information 24 hour Hotline.
I 801 379-2929
© IL048550

By Charles Edwards

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL $1,000.00
In just one week! PI us S1,000.00 for
the member who calls! and a FREE
IGLOO COOLER if you qualify.
Call 1 800 932-0528 xt. 65

great&lmit<hny~mat!,~

Call 3m 46S@91 7days a-*.
$100-$500 WEEKLY

Assemble products at borne.
Ea!>)'! No selling. You're paid direct.
Fully Guaranteed.
FREE information 24 hour Hotline.
1 801 379-2900
c IL048550

LOFTS FOR RENT
Livc'wOO< lolls, raw &denisod~awil

ENTERTAINERS WANTED!!
Ac:too,jugglen, rnegjcians, .,.Yte~~cn.
Please assist our \'01Wtteerorgani2JIIion
by donating your time periodically by
binging joy to abused and neglcacd
irmer-city kids 111d the elderly. Coil
CHIC"GO CARES II 715-4060

able,lmlwoodfkxn,higbceiling!;.e>qXRd
timbers, finlshodbe!Uifuly,artislicOO!tnl>niy.5mnfian~Coll Joonn 226-0459

FUNDRAISER
We're 1ookingfocatop~,socaityoc
&udert ocgrill!liat that wruid li<et>make
$5()().$1500 forme Wid< ~project
rightonCll11lU5-Mustbecrprizedlnllml
waking. CaD 1800 592-2121CCL 308
MAKE MONEY SELLING
GUATEMALAN CLOTHIN.G
Be hip! Make mmey sdliq: Ga:mal!m
cloching.Olicagofinnseeks~filsl>.

ion<.ooscioos college~ to help
e>qlll1d its marl<et foc 100'/o Ga:mal!m
dothing. 20%+ commission guarantooiCaD tOOiy foc detlik ZrTech ~
312 4()4.6378
SPRIN GBREAKERS
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY & FREE
tri ps. Call CMJ I 800 423-5264

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
.,
7 nights Beachfront $139-$159 Quad
Deadline soon. Reserve rooms NOW!
Call CMI 1 800 423-5264
EXTRA INCOME "93"
Earn $200-$500 weel<ly mailing 1993
UWTI travel brochures. For more information send self addressed
stamped envelope to: TRAVEL INC,
P.O. Box 2530, Miani, FL 33161
ART/PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED!
Four women self-publishing 75(}.
copy poetry book. Seeking female
photographer to join project by contributing cover and thematic photos.
Will be widely publicized through
readings. To inquire, call Sharon
Dombergat 3121477-9634.

By Lisa Adds I Staff Photographer

FACE VALUE:

What would you suggest your least favorite teacher do for spring break?

Take a chill pill!

Omeski~~

m.K!c:a-m. avaibtie \Wiin mil.a eX4

SPRING BREAK '93, SELL TRIPS,
EARN CASH & GO FREE!!!
Student Tmd &~vice; is oow~ campus representatives. Ski packages also
available. CaD 1 800 648-4849

KITTENS FO R SALE!
3 beautiful, healthy kittens for sale
$25. each. Call April at 663-1600 xt611

Calendar Editor

SKI SPRING BREAK

Take the time to look
deeperintoa certain students work. Take time
to go see a psychiatrist,
take time to become
Jess sexually frustrated .

I would like to have a
certain teacher spend
spritlg break in a closet
with Rush Limbaugh
and see if she could get
a word in edgewise.

Let us enjoy our spring
break and not assign
any major homework
to be due the week we
are supposed to be
back.

